Q&A

with the Center for Sustainable Energy’s
Morgan Chan and Alexandra Patey

MULTI-FAMILY SOLAR AND
VNEM IN CALIFORNIA
The Institute for Sustainable Communities (ISC), the national coordinator for Solar Market Pathways, conducted this
joint interview with the Center for Sustainable Energy’s (CSE) Alexandra Patey and Morgan Chan in June 2018.

Morgan Chan currently serves as a Senior Project
Coordinator for the Center for Sustainable Energy’s
Distributed Energy Resources Advisory Services
team, providing project management support to
several projects aimed at advancing distributed
energy resources technologies throughout

Q

With so much solar happening in California,
why is it so challenging to get solar installed
on multi-family housing?
Center for Sustainable Energy: One of the main policies
enabling solar for multi-family housing is called virtual net
energy metering, or VNEM. VNEM allocates power from an
on-site or off-site solar project across multiple meters in a

California. With five years of experience working on

multi-family building to make it possible to share solar power

environmental and sustainability projects, Morgan

among tenants. The local utility uses software to allocate the

has a strong background in community outreach,
promoting solar energy adoption, and educating
consumers on solar technology and policy.

credits and handle the billing. But this policy option of VNEM
was hardly being used in California. So our Solar Market
Pathways project sought to identify why that was, and what
could be done about it.

Alexandra Patey serves as a Project Manager for

A big barrier was lack of awareness and education about the

the Center for Sustainable Energy (CSE). In this

VNEM tariff. Many property owners and even some solar

capacity, Alexandra manages multiple projects for
CSE’s Distributed Energy Resources Advisory Services
team, which includes efforts to bolster multifamily

contractors didn’t know that they can go solar for multiple
tenants with a single solar system. We need serious outreach
to owners and tenants and contractors. Highlighting the
value proposition and overcoming the split incentive issue

solar throughout California, and supports various

can be a challenging message to convey, but showcasing

implementation efforts for regional climate action

the value for both the property owner and tenant drives the

plans for cities including San Diego, Del Mar, and
Carlsbad. Prior to joining CSE in 2012, she served as
a Renewable Energy Workshop Manager in North
Carolina.

success of these projects.

“ Showcasing the value for both the property

owner and tenant drives the success of these
projects.”

Another problem is the lack

trending marketing approach that may give them a leg up on

of available finance products,

other properties.

especially for the condo
sector. There is a lack of
finance products that allow
multiple owners to jointly
finance a solar project.
Our project sought to expose
issues like this, and help the market blossom.

A motivated community is also a key component to making
it happen. Both the property owner and the tenants need to
be involved.

Q

Why is it important to talk directly to
stakeholders?

In our Solar Market Pathways project, we spoke to a variety

Q

of stakeholders. We did interviews with utility staff, including

No, VNEM is not just a California policy, it exists in other

things to reach solar contractors, like interviews and calls,

states. In fact, California’s version is comparatively quite

workshops, meetings, and training sessions, to learn about

restrictive, since it is limited just to on-site solar projects

barriers and knowledge gaps.

Is this virtual net metering policy unique to
California?

sharing power with the tenants of that property only. Other
states with VNEM policies are less restrictive about who can
participate, like allowing people in a neighborhood to join.
That’s what we like to see, and hope to see that evolution
happen here, too.

Q

Every state seems to have unique policies.
What did you learn that is applicable
everywhere?
It’s true; we’ve seen unique policies across various states.
The common thread of these policies is their ability to
expand solar access beyond the traditional single-familyhome scenario. An on-site VNEM scenario can provide the
opportunity for tenants who do not own the roof to have
access to solar energy. Other states’ policies may allow offsite installations, which enables solar access to consumers
whose site may not be ideal for an installation.

Q

What is the value proposition of solar for
building owners?

the people who handle billing and interconnection, to
understand their internal processes. We did a variety of

We had to get creative on how to reach property owners.
We relied heavily on regional apartment associations, like
the East Bay Rental Housing Association. Those associations
exist in cities and counties around the state. By working with
them, we could reach their members through outreach tools
like newsletters, email lists, and events. That seemed to be
an effective approach. It was a good avenue for educating
property owners and could be a forum for contractors who
are trying to find clients.

Q

How did you get stakeholders interested in
solar?

The right messaging was important. We had to hook their
attention quickly and talk about the value propositions right
away, especially reduced operating expenses. Our project
group was made up of trusted organizations, as well, which
helped strengthen the message.
It also helped that our project partners were non-commercial
and not trying to sell something. We worked with the

Solar can offset electricity use in common areas, which

Interstate Renewable Energy Council, who provided

owners typically pay for. So, the potential for reduced

expertise on policy and regulatory trends, and the California

building operating expenses is an important concept to

Solar & Storage Association, who championed the contractor

make clear, in addition to the tenant savings.

engagement role.

And by reducing utility bills for tenants, ideally, they will

Q

have higher tenant satisfaction and less turnover, and make
it easier to find new tenants. The “eco curb appeal” is a

Is there a lot of multi-family solar in California
now?

When we started this project in 2015, the large California
utilities reported less than 150 market-rate VNEM solar

“ A motivated community is also a key

component to making it happen. Both the
property owner and the tenants need to be
involved.”

systems. Since then, uptake has continued and can be
tracked at www.CaliforniaDGStats.ca.gov. H.G. Fenton’s
Solterra Apartments in Scripps Ranch was the first to use the
market-rate VNEM tariff in California.

Q

What are the Center for Sustainable Energy’s
next steps to working on this issue?

Beyond the Solar Market Pathways project, CSE and our
partners will continue to work on supporting the VNEM
market and other shared solar opportunities in California
and beyond. We will monitor relevant policy and regulations,
and offer customer service and stakeholder support. Thanks
to Solar Market Pathways, we now offer a whole set of online
resources for multi-family solar, like sample contracts, case
studies, calculators, and guides to tax credits and incentives.
They are at energycenter.org/solar

Learn More:

Center for Sustainable Energy®
solarmarketpathways.org/project/cse

